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Abstract

We apply classical density functional theory to study how salt changes the mi-

crophase morphology of diblock copolymers. Polymers are freely jointed and one

monomer type favorably interacts with ions, to account for the selective solvation

that arises from different dielectric constants of the microphases. By including correla-

tions from liquid state theory of an unbound reference fluid, the theory can treat chain

behavior, microphase separation, ion correlations, and preferential solvation, at same

coarse grained level. We show good agreement with molecular dynamics simulations.

Salt-doped microphase separated copolymers have potential as mechanically robust bat-

tery electrolytes1–14 and in other ion transport applications.15–20 One block (e.g. polyethylene

oxide, PEO) is soft and conducts lithium ions; the other block (e.g. polystyrene, PS) can

provide mechanical strength to prevent growth of lithium dendrites between electrodes.21–23

Related ionic liquid containing block copolymers are used as chemical actuators; ions move

in response to an applied electric field, causing the material to bend.24–26 Salt may also be

added to copolymers to tune the degree of phase segregation or change microphase morphol-

ogy (without changing temperature or polymer chemistry), which is of both practical and

scientific interest.16,27–31
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Neat AB diblock copolymers microphase separate into various ordered structures; mor-

phology depends primarily on composition (quantified by fA, the fraction of “A” monomers),

and segregation strength χN , where χ is the Flory parameter which quantifies chemical in-

compatibility of the two components and N is the degree of polymerization.32,33 Salt dissolves

predominantly in one microphase, primarily due to the different dielectric constants (less en-

ergy is required to place an ion in a medium of higher dielectric constant, as described

by the ion’s Born energy).34 Due to the additional favorable interactions with one phase,

salt enhances segregation between polymer blocks: a disordered system can be ordered by

adding salt, and as more salt is added, the domain spacing of the resulting microstructure

increases.29,30 The distribution of ions is of interest as it is thought to impact transport

properties. For PS-PEO-like materials with Li+ salts, some experimental work suggests the

salt is concentrated in the middle of the PEO-like domain3 while other work shows a uni-

form distribution throughout that domain.35 Local chemical interactions are also relevant;

in polymer battery electrolytes, both strong complexation of Li+ with ether oxygens along

the chain and the extent to which Li+ pairs or interacts with anions are crucial determinants

of ion transport.36–38

While microphase separating copolymers have been treated at the mean field level with

great success, salt-doped systems contain ions with strong correlations and long-ranged in-

teractions, making their behavior challenging to capture using the same methods. Among

the body of theoretical and simulation work on salt-containing copolymers,34,39–48 recent

work from Wang and coworkers using self-consistent field theory (SCFT) is particularly

relevant here, as their model included several features meant to mimic lithium salt-doped

PS-PEO.34,39–41 Specifically, because the two blocks have different dielectric constants, a

Born solvation energy term was used to drive the ions to increase the segregation between

the blocks. Li+ complexation was modeled by forcing cations to reversibly bond to the PEO-

like chain. They argue that since the anions do not get close enough to form strong ion pairs,

Coulombic correlations can be neglected, and the Born solvation term drives phase behavior.
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This model captured important experimental trends, including increasing effective χ with

the addition of salt and a phase diagram showing coexistence between a higher salt content,

microphase separated structure and a lower salt content, disordered phase. Olvera de la

Cruz and coworkers also used SCFT for related block copolymer and blend systems.42–44

While the polymers are treated as (infinitely thin) Gaussian chains, their calculations in-

clude ion correlations from liquid state theory of a restricted primitive model (in which the

ions have a hard core). In their SCFT model, ion concentration is proportional to PEO-type

monomer concentration (motivated by considering that cations are bound to the solvating

chains and the system is locally electrically neutral). They find that the addition of strong

ion correlations can greatly alter the phase diagram.

Meanwhile, Qin and de Pablo simulated coarse grained PS-PEO with salt, including

explicit Coulombic interactions.45 They neglect Born energy but set a negative χ between

cations and the PEO-like block to model Li+-EO complexation. They find that at high Bjer-

rum length, adding small amounts of salt orders the material. However, for this model at

large ion concentrations, the fact that the salt acts as a diluent becomes important enough

that further salt addition disorders the material again. More chemically detailed simulations

have also been performed; in particular, Ganesan and coworkers performed atomistic sim-

ulations of PS-PEO + LiPF6, with a multi-scale approach used for better equilibration.47

They also find that a small amount of salt increases the tendency to order (i.e. increases

domain spacing) but that the domain spacing decreases with concentration at high salt con-

centrations; they note a similar effect was seen experimentally in Polycaprolactone-b-PEO

+ LiClO4.
49

In both of these simulation studies, a significant amount of ions existed in the PS-like

phase, while in the current work, we consider strong preferential solvation. Additionally, if

ions act as a diluent, one would expect that diffusion would increase with ion concentration,

but in fact, the opposite is observed.50,51 In our simulations, strong ion-polymer interactions

are necessary to match the trend of diffusion decreasing with increased ion concentration.52
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We introduce a different theoretical approach, classical fluids density functional theory

(fDFT), to treat monomer and ion packing and correlations on the same level, and compare

with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. This approach takes advantage of well-studied

existing functionals describing hard core monomer-scale packing and bonding of chains.

We add ion correlations obtained from liquid state theory calculations of ions and solvent;

correlations are added to the fDFT after subtracting the hard core portion (as these are

included in the existing fDFT framework). Note that the liquid state theory portion of

work of the Olvera de la Cruz group used their Debye-Hückel extended mean spherical

approximation (DHEMSA) closure53 to consider ions in a continuous dielectric medium and

includes the hard core effects, leading to a qualitatively different behavior in free energy

as a function of ion content.52 Also, it is possible to precisely calculate the interactions

between charged spheres in a dielectric continuum (including polarization effects), given

that the spheres have an inner continuum dielectric constant that is different from that

of the medium.54–56 However, here we aim to describe the most important features of the

system using only simple pairwise potentials.

In both fDFT and MD, we consider a system of freely jointed, AB diblock chains with ions

of equal and opposite charge. All coarse grained beads are the same size (σ = 1). In mapping

to experimental systems, the relevant length scale to preserve is the contact distance between

ions, thus, the ions here can be thought to represent an “average” of the anion and cation. In

the case of the Li+ and much larger anions such as bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide (TFSI)

dissolved in PEO, the average of the ion diameters is similar to the length over which the

PEO chain is approximately fully flexible (the size of our monomer beads), and we note that

with a more detailed mapping one might also use a slightly larger ion size to account for some

proportion of the ether oxygens tightly complexed with the Li+. (Due to this complexation,

the distance from Li+ to the center of a TFSI− anion in PEO has been found to be around

0.65nm,37 and the diameter of TFSI− is ≈ 0.7nm.57 These lengths are similar to the Kuhn

length of PEO, reported between 0.8 and 1.1 nm.)58,59 Because ions are identical here (except
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as discussed in the Supplemental Material), their density profiles are identical and there is

naturally no overall charge separation. This is representative of the systems we wish to

consider, as recent experimental work35 and simulations that consider significant asymmetry

between cation and anion interactions both show negligible charge separation.45,47,52

In fDFT,60–62 excluded volume and chain connectivity are modeled with the White Bear

hard sphere functional63–65 and iSAFT functional,66 respectively. For MD,67,68 we employ

the standard Kremer-Grest model.69,70 Blocks are driven to microphase separate by a larger

repulsion between unlike beads. To model preferential solvation of ions into the PEO-like

phase, we introduce a potential between ions and A beads, uA±(r) = −SA±(1/r)4, and

between ions and other ions, u±±(r) = −S±±(1/r)4. We aim to represent the degree to which

ions interact with the higher dielectric constant medium, which can be considered to contain

local dipoles that can reorient within a coarse-grained bead (not explicitly represented here),

and this is the same form as an ion-induced dipole interaction.

The 1/r4 form can also be derived explicitly from the interaction between an ion and

a polarizable coarse-grained bead using a classical Drude-type model for polarizability.71

Additionally, to first approximation, the average internal energy per particle from solvation

is proportional to 1/σ (calculated from the integral of the potential over all space outside

of the hard core), which is the same scaling with ion size as the Born energy,34,72 and a

similar form can be found calculating the energy of the electric field due to a charge in a

dielectric medium.73 However, the 1/r4 is not necessarily the simplest possible model that

produces the trends we find herein. A recent study showed that some properties of ions in

water can be reproduced in an even simpler coarse-grained model that uses the LJ potential

form for all interactions with adjusted interactions to describe ion solvation; specifically, the

interaction strength was adjusted by an amount proportional to the Born energy, and the

diffusion constants of such ions followed similar trend as in experiments.74 To give a sense of

the sensitivity of the results on the potential form, we report in the Supplemental Material

fDFT results using the simplest attractive potential form, a square well. We also consider
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other small changes, including using polymeric liquid state theory.75 The basic features of

selective solvation (e.g., selective ion addition leading to an increase in effective segregation)

are reproduced, but the sharp change in the square well potential means that the ion density

profile shows effects of layering near the interface that does not occur with the smoother

1/r4 potential.

The solvation potential should be considered phenomenological, especially regarding its

strength, which we vary widely to observe the possible behaviors of such a model. The ion-ion

solvation term can be nonzero to model the polar, bulky anions often used with Li+ or both

polar ions of an ionic liquid. Ions also experience Coulombic interactions (uCoul
ij (r) = zizjlB/r,

where zi is charge number and lB is nondimensionalized Bjerrum length). Implementation

of these additional terms is straightforward in MD, using a reciprocal-space method for the

long range Coulombic interactions. In fDFT, effects of ion correlations due to Coulombic

interactions and solvation are derived from liquid state theory. The liquid state theory

considers a reference fluid of the A phase (consisting only of unbonded A beads and salt), as

the salt is expected to exist primarily in the A microphase. We apply these potentials with the

hypernetted-chain (HNC) closure to solve the Ornstein-Zernike equation;76,77 the difference

between the direct correlation functions of the system with these potentials and with only

hard spheres is used to approximate the correlations within fDFT. While in principle this

function would vary with location in the box, in this approximation it is fixed to its value

in the bulk A phase.63 Since both ionic species are identical, Poisson’s equation is trivially

satisfied.

For context in mapping to experimental materials, we first consider PEO at T = 400K

(at which temperature the polymer is non-crystalline), which has a dielectric constant of

κPEO ≈ 7.5,34,78,79 as the ion solvating (conducting) phase. If the coarse grained beads

have diameter σ = 0.7nm, then the Bjerrum length lB = e2/4πε0κkBT in the PEO phase

is lB ≈ 8.0σ. Of course, the actual experimental system has significant local variation

in dielectric properties; the dielectric constant of PS has been reported in the literature as
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κPS = 2.5.80,81 Thus, if ions were to exist within the PS phase, they should experience a much

stronger Coulomb interaction. Here, we focus on materials with strong preferential solvation,

such that the vast majority of ion-ion interactions occur well within the conducting phase,

thus, we expect the ion interaction strength in the other phase is not a crucial determinant of

overall material’s behavior.30 We expect this model will perform better in cases where there

are fewer ions very close to the interface, where the dielectric properties change quickly.

Because the solvation potential is motivated by ion-dipole interactions, one may expect that

lB and SA± must depend on each other for consistency between ion interactions and solvation

interactions with respect to the ion charge and length scale. However, because we consider no

solvation interaction with B (SB± = 0), SA± should be understood to represent the increased

preferential solvation in A versus B, rather than the absolute energy of solvation (Born

energy). Thus, SA± and lB are partially independent in that we consider lB to be tied to the

dielectric constant of the conducting phase but SA± to depend on the difference in dielectric

constants of the two microphases. The difference between the Born energy VBorn = lBkBT/σ

in PS-PEO with local dielectric constants of 7.5 and 2.5 is about 16kBT .34,72 Alternatively,

if the nonsolvating block is polycaprolactone (PCL),49 with dielectric constant of 4.4,82 then

the Born energy difference is 5.6kBT . Using a coarse approximation for the pair distribution

function (neglecting correlations), g(r) ≈ exp(−u(r)), to estimate the solvation energy per

ion V = ρ
∫
g(r)u(r)dr, this would correspond to SA± ≈ 1.1 for PS-PEO and 0.47 for

PCL-PEO.

Very different combinations of these parameters may be relevant to different experimental

systems depending on temperature, bead size, and polymer choice. Here we consider a range

of possible values to show the independent and collective effects of each of the major ion

interaction parameters on the system; specifically, we consider lB = 5 and 10σ, as well as

lB = 0 for reference, and SA± = 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, and 1.0.

Density profiles showing the effect of the two ionic energy parameters at low ion concen-

tration are shown in Figure 1. We do not expect quantitative agreement due to differences in
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Figure 1: Density order parameter (φα(z) = ρα(z)/ρtot(z)) of polymers (red A beads, blue B
beads, left axes) and ions (purple, right axes) plotted vs. distance across the lamellae from
fDFT (a,b) and MD (c,d). (a,c) lB = 5 and SA± is as labeled. (b,d) SA± = 0.5 and lB is as
labeled. εAB− εAA = 1, S±± = 0, NA = 26, NB = 34, and [+]/[A] = 0.056. At this relatively
small ion concentration, S±± does not have a noticeable effect on the density profiles.

the models: our MD model has softer repulsive interactions, a shorter average bond length,

and a different εAB to χAB mapping because the fDFT A-B interactions are at the mean field

level (and do not include fluctuations).62 However, fDFT and MD results agree qualitatively,

suggesting that the reference fluid method used to obtain correlations captures the important

effects of ions in this region of the parameter space. As Coulombic interactions are strength-

ened (i.e. as lB is increased), the salt concentrates in the middle of the A lamellae, whereas,

as the solvation term (SA±) is increased, the salt is more equally distributed in the A phase.

Thus, there is a competition between Coulombic interactions and preferential solvation of

ions in determining the location of ions within the lamellae. Experimental work found that

the ions being well segregated from the B phase promotes higher ion conductivity,3,18 so

understanding the balance between Coulombic and preferential solvation energies and how

this impacts concentration profiles may aid in designing more conductive materials. Neat

polymer mobility is another crucial factor; for example, using tapered sequences (adding a

gradient block between the pure A and B blocks) inherently leads to broader interfaces, with
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effects on the ion concentration profile that are not fully understood. However, tapering can

lead to increased conductivity likely because it decreases the glass transition temperature

(increases segmental mobility).10

Figure 2: Domain spacing (a,b) and fraction of interface (c,d) plotted vs. the ratio of
cations to A beads from fDFT (a,c) and MD (b,d). εAB − εAA = 1, SA± = 0.5, and lB = 10.
S±± = 0.5, 0.25, and 0, as labeled. Different values of SA± and lB show similar trends.

Lamellar domain spacing and interfacial fraction (fint) are shown in Figure 2 as a function

of salt content. As salt is added, the preferential solvation effect causes the system to phase

segregate more strongly, increasing domain spacing and reducing interfacial width. Without

the additional solvation between ions, however, the trend in domain spacing is nonmonotonic,

decreasing at high salt concentrations, as was seen in previous theoretical work.44 This

nonmonotonic behavior was not observed experimentally in PS-PEO systems,2,29,30 where

adding salt always increases domain spacing. However, in a study of PCL-PEO with LiClO4,

the domain spacing at high salt concentrations did decrease,49 likely due to the weaker

dielectric inhomogeneity between the PCL and PEO domains causing more ions to dissolve

in the PCL domain, inducing a dilution effect.47 In some studies, the interfacial width is used

as a measure of effective χ (as there is a one-to-one relationship between χ and fint for neat

diblock copolymers); in this sense, effective χ increases rapidly at low salt concentrations, but
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decreases or plateaus at high salt concentrations, depending on S±±. Many have reported a

linear relationship between effective χ and salt concentration,4,27,30 but this seems to only

apply at low salt concentrations. A plateau in effective χ with salt concentration has been

observed experimentally in PS-PEO.29

Figure 3: Phase diagrams of salt doped block copolymers, where D indicates the disordered
phase, L indicates lamellae, and a gap between these regions indicates phase coexistence.
a) Phase diagrams where the block copolymer segregation strength (χN) is plotted vs. ion
fraction ([+]/[A]) for lB and SA±, as labelled. b) Phase diagrams where the energy param-
eters (εAB, lB, and S) are all scaled by temperature T . The three curves have lB = 5 and
SA± = 0.6 (the orange system in (a)) with εAB as labeled. S±± = SA±/2, however, the
results are insensitive to the choice of S±± at these concentrations.

Figure 3 shows fDFT phase diagrams as a function of salt concentration at different values

of lB, SA±, εAB, and temperature (T ). A two phase region develops between the disordered

and lamellar phases, as was seen in experiment,28,29 and in previous theory that included the

effect of ion solvation.40 The width of the coexistence region is narrow when the solvation

energy term is weak (at high temperature or low SA±) or when the neat polymer is nearly

or already microphase separated (at low temperature or high χN). The two phase region of

the weak ionic interaction system (black) is small but nonzero for all χN considered. We do

not consider the hexagonally packed cylinder phase here, which may be the preferred phase
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for systems at high χN in Figure 3a, due to asymmetry at low ion content.31,83,84 Increasing

either SA± or lB widens the coexistence region; the effect of solvation appears to be larger.

Our method accounts for both ion correlations (using liquid state theory) and Born energy

(using a phenomenological 1/r4 potential) in salt-doped block copolymers. Applying the

solvation potential between ions themselves is necessary to replicate the experimental trend

in domain spacing. We validate our model by comparing to MD simulations, showing that

fDFT and MD results qualitatively agree; differences in the models (such as the different bond

lengths and the use of hard spheres in fDFT) prevent the comparison from being quantitative.

In a future publication we will use these MD simulations to study dynamical behavior.

Finally, we reproduce experimental and previous theoretical results that these systems form

a coexistence region near the ODT under the right conditions. Further studies are ongoing,

including mapping a full phase diagram and explicitly including the complexation of ions to

the chain via breakable bonds.
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